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Abstract-A class of nonlinear methods based on Euler's integration formula for the
numerical solution of ordinary differential equations is presented_ Numerical example
involving stiff linear systems of first-order differential equations are given for test
problem.

,
The well-known trapezoidal formula for the numerical solution of the initial value

problem y' = f(x,y) , y(XO)=YO is given by

where h is the mesh length in the x direction. The numerical formula (1.1) is a one-step
implicit method that has the desirable features of performing well when applied to stiff
problems and also being A-stable method [1] .In approach by [2], the nonlinear
equivalent of the trapezoidal formula (1.1) , referred to as the geometric mean
(GM)Euler formula is of the form

Yn+] - Yn = h ~fn fn+l

obtained by replacing the arithmetic mean (AM) of the function values In and fn.1 in
(1.1) by the geometric mean (GM) averaging.

In this paper we will study the equivalent formulae in the geometric mean sense.



The first formula being the forward Euler and the second is the backward Euler formula.
Generalised form of weighted Euler formula is

Yn+l = Yn +h(8fn +(1-8)fn+l).

By putting 8 = Oin (2.3) we obtain the special case of backward Euler
putting 8 = 1in (2.3) then we obtain the forward Euler method.

We shall refer to this formula as the GM Euler formula and
generalized by taking the powers of Equations (2.1) and (2.2) , i.e.,

( )l-e ( )l-eYn+l - Yn = hfn+l

formula (2.6) is the equivalent nonlinear form of Equation (2.3) and contains as special
cases Euler (8 = 1), Backward Euler (8 = 0) and GM Euler (8 = 1/2).

To establish the local truncation error for (1-2),we note from the Taylor series

expansion of Y( xn+J about Xn, an approximation of which is represented by Yn+1 ' the
expansion for in and fn+1 can be written as

fn = y~
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The Taylor expansion of Y(xn+l) about xn through terms of order h3 is

Comparison of (3.4) and (3.5) shows that the formula (1.2) is of second order
with principal error term given by

LTE = h3(_ Y;~'+ y~~J. (3.7)
12 8Yn

Thus, this shows that nonlinear GM Euler method has third order accuracy.

To study the stability properties of the Geometric Mean (GM) formula (1.2) , we
apply the test equation [4]

I

Y = AY

Yn+J = Yn +hA~YnYn+l

Yn+! ~ 1+ hAJ Yn+l
Yn Yn

Yn+J = Yn R(J...l) where Ah = J...l .



Then the amplification factor R(~) , is given by

and further writing .JRW = An ' we obtain the quadratic equation

2A -h'AA -1 = 0n n

or, similarly I An I < 1. From (4.5) we write the roots as

from the result -1 < R(~) < 1 , the method (GM) is A-stable [1] .But we have shown that
this method is also L-stable.

A one-step method is said to be L-stable if it is A-stable and, in addition, when
applied to the scalar test equation y' = AY, A is a complex number with Re A < 0, it

yields y n+l = R(h'A)y n , where IR(h'A) I ~ 0 as Re(h'A) ~ -00 [3].

lim IAnl = lim
Re(~)~-oo Re(~)~-oo



-2
= lim , =0

Re(J.t)--+-oo (~_ ~~2 + 4)

However we have shown that when coupled with (1-2) it produces a method
which is A-stable and L-stable. Thus ,the magnification factors for the four methods are
gIven

1
2)Backward Euler's method ,R(~) = --

I- ~

R(~) = _~_+~_~_2_+_4
2

Thus, form the definition of A-stability, the Euler and Trapezoidal (AM)
methods are A-stable but Backward Euler and G.M.Euler methods are L-stable



Trapezoidal Backward Geometric Forward
Euler Euler Euler

h=0.2 YI= 1.76-03 Yl= 2.26-03 Yl= 1.77-03 YI= 2.25-03
Y2= 2.06-03 Y2= -2.94-03 Y2= 2.19-03 Y2= -2.95-03

h=0.3 YI= 2.19-03 YI= 3.69-03 YI= 2.23-03 Yl= 3.68-03
Y2= 6.57-03 Y2= -8.43-03 Y2= 7.27-03 Y2= -8.44-03

h=0.5 Yl= 2.40-03 Yl= 0.72-02 Yl= 0.62-03 Yl= 0.70-02
Y2= 1.01-03 Y2= 1.06-03 Y2= 1.76-03 Y2= 3.10-03

Problem 2:

1
y(x)= -

1+ x

Table 2 Absolute errors in Yat x = I

Trapezoidal Backward Geometric Forward
Euler Euler Euler

h=0.2 y= 0.633 -03 y= 0.143-01 Y = 0.141-01 Y = 0.324-01

h=0.3 Y = 0.213-02 Y = 0.173-01 Y = 0.304-01 y= 0.165-01

h=0.5 Y = 0.875 -02 Y = 0.208-01 Y = 0.196-01 Y = 0.476-01

Table 1and Table2 illustrates the errors obtained by using the various formulas in
solving (5.1) and (5.2) for different stepsize. One can see that the improvement in
accuracy is gained by using the-nonlinear Trapezoidal (AM) formula by comparing the
errors in each row.
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